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Abstract—Several approaches have been developed to assist
automotive system manufacturers in designing safer vehicles by
complying with functional safety standards. However, most of
these approaches either mainly focus on the technical aspects of
automotive systems and ignore the social ones, or they are not
equipped with an adequate automated support. To this end, we
propose a model-based approach for modeling and analyzing the
Functional Safety Requirements (FSR) for automotive systems,
which is based on the ISO 26262 standard and considers both
technical and social aspects of such systems. This approach
proposes a UML profile for modeling the FSR starting from
item definition until safety validation, and it proposes constraints
expressed in OCL to be used for the verification of FSR models.
We illustrate the utility of the approach using an example from
the automotive domain.

Index Terms—Functional safety requirements, Automotive sys-
tems, ISO 26262, Cyber-Physical-Social systems, GORE

I. I NTRODUCTION

The automotive industry is one of the largest industries
in the world and it is responsible for producing millions
of new vehicles every year to be used by humans on a
daily basis. Therefore, ensuring the safety of these vehicles
has always been a growing concern for their manufacturers.
In particular, automotive systems are safety-critical systems
that have to fulfill safety requirements in addition to their
functional requirements [1], where safety requirements de-
scribe characteristics a system must have in order to be safe
[1]. Moreover, the complexity of current automotive systems
has increased significantly in terms of their implemented
functionalities, which increase the complexity while dealing
with their functional safety requirements.

To maintain acceptable levels of safety a functional safety
standard named ISO 26262:2011 [2] has been developed. The
ISO 26262 provides appropriate development processes, re-
quirements and safety integrity levels specific for the automo-
tive domain. However, this standard mainly covers Electrical
and Electronic (E/E) systems of vehicles leaving the driver
and its behavior outside the scope of the standard, i.e., it is
assumed that drivers can perform the necessary actions to stay
safe [3]. This is not always the case since drivers are a main
reason for many accidents [4], i.e., vehicle safety is more than
pure technical issue.

More specifically, an automotive system can be seen as a
Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS), i.e., a combinationof

cyber components (e.g., software, sensors), controlled com-
ponents (e.g., vehicles, traffic lights) and social components
(e.g., drivers). Therefore, the safety of such systems cannot
be ensured without considering their three main components.
In other words, ignoring the social components during the
CPSS design leaves the system open to different kinds of
vulnerabilities, since vulnerabilities of a CPSS are not only
generated by technical (e.g., cyber and physical) issues, but
they can be also generated due to social issues. In this context,
a safe automotive system can be designed only if the driver
behavior is also considered during the system design [4].

In [3], we have proposed an approach based on the ISO
26262 standard that considers the E/E systems along with
driver’s behavior, but it was not equipped with any kind of
automated support. Thus, it is not possible to depend on it for
manually dealing with a large number of hazards, Functional
Safety Requirements (FSR), safety goals, etc. [5]. To tackle
this problem, we propose a model-based approach that is based
on [3] and extends it with the following components:

• An engineering methodology to assist designers while
modeling and analyzing FSR for automotive systems.

• A UML profile for modeling FSR that adopts social
and organizational concepts from Goal-Oriented Require-
ments Engineering (GORE) [6], [8] and integrates them
with concepts adopted from the ISO 26262. This allows
for capturing the cyber, physical and social aspects of
automotive systems.

• An automated analysis support that allows for verifying
the FSR models. More specifically, several properties of
the design, represented as Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [7], have been formulated to verify the correctness
and consistency of FSR models.

• A tool1 that allows the models of FSR to be generated
and verified.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the research baseline, and an illustrative example
concerning a Maneuver Assistant System is described in
Section III. In Section IV, we present and discuss our approach,
and we discuss threats to its validity in Section V. Related work
is presented in Section VI, and we conclude and discuss future
work in Section VII.

1The tool is available and downloadable at https://goo.gl/g45S8t



II. RESEARCHBASELINE

A. ISO 26262

The ISO 26262 [2] is a functional safety standard applicable
to all road vehicles with a weight under 3500 kg, and it has
been developed with a main objective to provide guidelines
and best practices to increase the safety of vehicles. More
specifically, the ISO 26262 focuses on hazards caused by
malfunctions of E/E systems and their associated risks, where
each associated risk is then assigned an Automotive Safety
Integrity Level (ASIL). ASILs can be classified under Quality
Management (QM), A, B, C, or D, where QM is assigned
to hazards with a very low probability that might cause only
slight injuries, and it does not require risk reduction efforts.
ASIL A, B, C, or D require risk reduction efforts, where ASIL
D requires the highest reduction efforts. Table I shows the main
clauses of the ISO 26262 relevant to the different phases of
product development.

B. Modeling Requirements via Goal Models

Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) has
emerged as a main approach for Requirements Engineer-
ing (RE). In GORE, goal models can serve as abstract
specifications of the system-to-be. Although several goal-
based modeling languages have been introduced (e.g., KAOS
[6]). Tropos [8] has been proven effective for modeling
requirements in their social and organizational context. Tro-
pos introduces primitives for modelingactors of the system
(agentive entities), andgoals that actors intend to achieve.
A task represents an abstract way to do something, and
its execution can be a means for satisfying agoal. When
goals/tasksare at high abstraction levels, they can be refined
through and/or-decompositioninto finer sub-goals/sub-tasks.
A resourcerepresents a physical or an informational entity.
Finally, adependencyallows actors to dependon one another
for the fulfillment of goals, execution oftasks, and provision
of resources.

III. I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE : MANEUVER ASSISTANCE

SYSTEM

Our example is a highly automated driving system, namely
Maneuver Assistance System (MAS)2, which is expected to
increase the safety of the driver by detecting and preventing
unintended tactical and operational maneuvers. Usually, a
tactical maneuveris motivated by a recently modified desire
of the driver (e.g., lane changes) and it is associated with a
short-term timescale (tens of seconds), while anoperational
maneuveris generally a result of a driver’s desire to remain
safe (e.g., avoid collision) and it is associated with a very
short timescale (tens of milliseconds). In particular, MAS
collects information about the vehicle, vehicle surroundings,
as well as driver behavior, and then analyzes such information
to determine whether there is a need and/or desire for the
maneuver. If there is a need and/or desire for such maneuver
it is considered anintendedone. Otherwise, it is considered as

2For more information about the example, please refer to [3]

an unintendedone. Accordingly, MAS should allowintended
maneuvers and preventsunintendedones.

IV. A M ODEL-BASED APPROACH FORENGINEERING

FUNCTIONAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we present our approach. First, we introduce
the methodological, followed by the UML profile that allows
for modeling FSR, and then we discuss the automated reason-
ing support that can be used to verify FSR models. Finally,
we describe our tool that allows FSR models to be generated
and verified.

A. Methodology

The process underlying our methodology is shown in Figure
1, and it has been developed based on the approach proposed
in [3] and extends it with the modeling and analysis activities.
Note that P. and C. represent the Parts and Clauses of the ISO
26262 standard respectively that have been used as a basis for
defining some activities of the methodology3. The process is
composed of two main phases, namely modeling and analysis:
(1) Modeling phase aims to model the functional safety
concept of an automotive system starting from item definition
and modeling until the definition of safety validation, and it
is composed of eight activities:

1.1 Item definition and modeling is the first activity of
the process, in which we define and model the item
along with the main functional requirements it aims
to achieve.

1.2 Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment (HARA)
modeling, identifies and models possible hazards
that can endanger the achievement of each functional
requirement, which has been identified in the previ-
ous activity. Then for each hazard a risk assessment
is performed to assign it with an ASIL based on
its severity, exposureandcontrollability levels. After
that, each hazard that is associated with ASIL level
as ASIL A, ASIL B, ASIL C or ASIL D should be
addressed by at least one Safety Goal (SG).

1.3 Functional Safety Requirements (FSR) modeling,
derives at least one FSR from each SG that have been
identified in the previous activity.

1.4 Technical Safety Requirements (TSR) modeling,
defines at least one TSR from each FSR that have
been identified in the FSR modeling activity.

1.5 Defining Specification of Hardware Safety Re-
quirements (HWSRs), defines a specification that
can be used for the operationalization of each iden-
tified TSR that can be allocated to hardware.

1.6 Defining Specification of Software Safety Require-
ments (SWSRs), defines a specification that can be
used for the operationalization of each identified TSR
that can be allocated to software.

1.7 Defining Specification of SoCial Safety Require-
ments (SCSRs), defines a specification that can be

3A short description about these clauses can be found in TableI



Table I
MAIN CLAUSES OF THEISO 26262FOR THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Clause Description

C. 3-5 Item definition develops a description of the item with regard to its functionality, interfaces, known hazards, etc.

C. 3-6 Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment (HARA)estimates the probability of exposure, controllability andseverity of

hazardous events with regard to the item. Then the ASILs of thehazardous events are determined based on these parameters,

and assigned to corresponding safety goals.

C. 3-7 Functional safety conceptis developed by deriving functional safety requirements from safety goals.

C. 4-6 Technical safety conceptdefines the technical implementation of the functional safetyrequirements, and verifies that the

technical safety requirements comply with the functional safety requirements.

C. 5-6 Specification of Hardware Safety Requirements (HWSRs)provides specifications on how to elicit and manage the HWSRs.

C. 6-6 Specification of Software Safety Requirements (SWSRs)provides specifications on how to elicit and manage the SWSRs.

C. 4-9 Safety validation provides evidence that the safety goals are adequate, can beachieved at the vehicle level, and the safety

concepts are appropriate for the functional safety of the item.

used for the operationalization of each identified TSR
that can be allocated to social behavior.

1.8 Defining safety validation, defines acceptance crite-
ria for the validation and verification of the identified
HWSRs, SWSRs and SCSRs. This can provide ev-
idence that the safety goals can be achieved at the
vehicle level, and the FSRs are appropriate for the
functional safety of the item.

(2) Analysis phaseaims to verify the correctness and con-
sistency of the FSR model depending on a set of properties
of the design that we have defined and formulated as OCL
constraints.

B. Modeling Phase

In what follows, we present our UML profile (shown in
Figure 2) for modeling the FSR for automotive systems, and
then we describe how it can be used to model the FSR of the
MAS system.

The item in our approach can be a social entity or it
may interact with a social entity. Therefore, we adopted the
<<AgentiveElement>> and<<Actor>> concepts from
Tropos to propose two stereotypes with the same names to
capture the social aspects of the item. The<<Actor>>
stereotype has a property to identify requirements it aims for.
For capturing intentional entities related to the item, we fol-
low Tropos and propose the<<IntentionalElement>>
stereotype, which has been adopted mainly to capture the
strategic goals/requirements of the item in their social and
organizational context. This allows for capturing both the
technical and social aspects of such goals/requirements. The
<<IntentionalElement>> stereotype is specialized into
three stereotypes:<<Requirement>>, <<SafetyGoal>>
and<<OperationalElement>>.

The <<Requirement>> stereotype is further
specialized into three different stereotypes: 1-
<<FunctionalRequirement>> captures the
functionalities an item aims to achieve, 2-
<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>> captures

the safety functionalities of the item without specifying
how such functionalities can be implemented, and 3-
<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>> captures detailed
technical requirements that can be defined from FSR, which
can be operationalized. The<<SafetyGoal>> stereotype
has been adopted to be consistent with the terminology
offered by the ISO 26262 standard, and it is used to define a
safety objective to be used for addressing a<<Hazard>>.

OperationalElement (OE) stereotype has been devel-
oped based on the same idea of the task in Tropos, and
it is further specialized into three stereotypes<<SHWSR>>,
<<SSWSR>>, and <<SSCSR>> that define Specification of
Hardware, Software and Social Safety Requirements respec-
tively. Moreover, theOE stereotype has two properties. The
first one identifies Verification and Validation (V&V) accep-
tance criteria that anOE should achieve to be considered
satisfied. The second property identifies whether theOE has
been satisfied. These two properties have been included to
define safety validationfor eachOE, i.e., define acceptance
criteria for the validation and verification of the identified
HWSRs, SWSRs and SCSRs, and determine whether such
criteria have been satisfied.

The<<Hazard>> stereotype has been developed based on
the Hazard concept presented in the ISO 26262 standard, and
it captures hazards that can endanger the achievement of a
functional requirement.<<Hazard>> has several properties
that can be used for the assessment of its related risk: 1-
SeverityLevel,measures the potential harm of hazard, and it
ranges from S0 to S3, where S0 means no injuries and S3
means life-threatening injuries; 2-ExposureLevel,measures
the probability of exposure of the item being in a hazardous
event situation, and it ranges from E0 to E4, where E4 is
the highest exposure level; 3-ControllabilityLevel,measures
the ability to avoid a specifiedharm through timely reactions,
and it ranges from C0 to C3, where C0 means controllable in
general and C3 means difficult to control or uncontrollable;4-
ASILLevelmeasures of necessary risk reduction, and its level
range from QM, ASIL A, ASIL B, ASIL C, and ASIL D,
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Figure 1. A process for modeling and analyzing the FSR for Automotive System compliant with the ISO 26262

where ASIL D is the highest. In the ISO 26262, the ASIL
level is determined based on the levels of severity, probability
of exposure and controllability in accordance with Table II.
In the case of S0, E0, or C0, no ASIL is assigned and NA is
used as a value of ASIL level.

Moreover, several stereotypes have been specialized
from the <<Dependency>> Metaclass to capture the
relations among the previously mentioned stereotypes.
The <<endanger>> stereotype captures dependencies
starting from the <<Hazard>> stereotype and points
towards the<<FunctionalRequirement>> stereotype,
and the <<address>> stereotype captures dependencies
starting from the <<SafetyGoal>> stereotype and
points towards the <<Hazard>> stereotype. The
<<derivedFrom>> stereotype captures dependencies
starting from <<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>>
stereotype and points towards<<SafetyGoal>> stereotype.
The <<definedFrom>> stereotype captures dependencies
starting from the<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>>
stereotype and points towards the
<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>>
stereotype. Finally, the <<operationalize>>
stereotype captures dependencies starting from a
<<operationalElement> stereotype and points towards
<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>> stereotype, and
it has a type property (‘SHWSR’, ‘SSWSR’ or ‘SSCSR’) to
guarantee a correct operationalization.

Figure 3 shows a partial model of the MAS system using
our UML profile. In which, we can identify the item that
has been represented as anActor along with two Functional
Requirements (Freq_01 andFreq_02) it aims to achieve.
Both of these Functional Requirements are represented along
with a short description about each of them. Following
our methodology, after modeling the item and its functional
requirements, we identify and model possible hazards that

Table II
DETERMINING ASIL LEVEL BASED ON SEVERITY, PROBABILITY AND

CONTROLLABILITY

Severity level Probability level
Controllability level
C1 C2 C3

S1
E1 QM QM QM
E2 QM QM QM
E3 QM QM A
E4 QM A B

S2
E1 QM QM QM
E2 QM QM A
E3 QM A B
E4 A B C

S3
E1 QM QM A
E2 QM A B
E3 A B C
E4 B C D

can endanger the achievement of each of these functional
requirements. HazardsH_01 andH_02 endangerFreq_01
and Freq_02 respectively. For each identified hazard we
perform a risk assessment to assign the appropriate ASIL level.
Both of H_01 and H_02 have been associated with ASIL
level C, therefore they should beaddressedby safety goals,
e.g.,H_01 is addressedby safety goalSG_01.

During the third activity of the methodology, we derive
at least one FSR from each SG. Two FSRs (FSR_01 and
FSR_02) have beenderived from SG_01. In the fourth
activity, we define at least one TSR from each FSR. Four
TSRs (TSR_01, TSR_02, FSR_03 andFSR_04) have been
defined fromFSR_02. Fulfilling the complete set of TSRs
is considered sufficient to ensure that the item is compliant
with its functional safety concept. Therefore, TSRs shouldbe
detailed enough to be allocated to different hardware, software
and/or social components, which is performed in activities5,
6 and 7 respectively. For instance,TSR_02 is operationalized
into SHWSR_01, SSWSR_01 and SSCSR_01 that defines
specification for hardware, software, and social safety require-
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Figure 2. UML Profile for modeling functional safety concept

ments respectively. In the final activity, we define acceptance
criteria for the validation and verification of the identified
HWSRs, SWSRs and SCSRs, which helps in assuring that
the safety goals can be achieved at the vehicle level, and the
FSRs are appropriate for the functional safety of the item.

C. Analysis Phase

We cannot rely only on the model to perform the required
analysis to verify the correctness and consistency of the FSR.
Therefore, we have defined a set of properties of the design
(shown in Table III) expressed in OCL, which specify logical
constraints that guarantee the correctness and consistency of
the model. In particular, these constraints restrict the existence
of some of the relations among the elements of the model,
forcing the existence of other relations, as well as evaluating
the value of some attributes. Additionally, they can be used
to evaluate the criteria for the validation and verificationof
the model. If all of these properties hold, the model is correct
and consistent. While if any of them has been violated (e.g.,
missing an element or a relation, mismatching relation, invalid
value, etc.) the designer will be notified of such violation,
which enables him/her to perform the required modifications
to address it. In what follows, we present two Listings that
show how two of the properties are expressed in OCL:

Listing 1. shows an OCL concerning Pro 2 that con-
straints the client (source) of any dependency with the
stereotype<<address>> to a class with a stereotype
<<SafetyGoal>>, and the supplier (destination) of such
dependency to a class with a stereotype<<Hazard>>.

This guarantees that dependencies with a stereotype
<<address>> can only points from a class with a stereo-
type <<SafetyGoal>> towards a class with a stereotype
<<Hazard>>.

Listing 1
OCL CONSTRAIN FOR VERIFYINGPRO2.

{OCL} -- context = address
self.base_Dependency.client->any(true).getApp
liedStereotypes().name->includes(‘SafetyGoal
’) and self.base_Dependency.supplier->any
(true).getAppliedStereotypes().name->includ
es(‘Hazard’)

Listing 2. shows an OCL concerning Pro 8, which con-
straints classes with a stereotype<<Hazard>> that is asso-
ciated with ASIL level of ASIL A-D to have at least one
(more than zero) supplier (incoming) dependency with the
stereotype<<address>>. This guarantees that any class
with a stereotype<<Hazard>>, which is associated with
ASIL level of ASIL A-D is addressed by at least one class
with a stereotype<<SafetyGoal>>.

Listing 2
OCL CONSTRAIN FOR VERIFYINGPRO8.

{OCL} -- context = Hazard
self.ASILLevel = ASIL::ASIL_A or self.ASILLev
el = ASIL::ASIL_B or self.ASILLevel= ASIL::
ASIL_C or self.ASILLevel= ASIL::ASIL_D implies
self.base_Class.supplierDependency->any(true)
.getAppliedStereotypes().name->includes
(‘address’)->size()> 0
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Figure 3. Applying the UML Profile for modeling functional safety concept of MAS



Table III
PROPERTIES OF THE DESIGN.

Pro1. Dependencies with the stereotype<<endanger>> can only have a class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> as a source of the dependency
and a class with a stereotype<<FunctionalRequirement>> as a destination.

Pro2. Dependencies with the stereotype<<address>> can only have a class with a stereotype<<SafetyGoal>> as a source of the dependency
and a class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> as a destination.

Pro3. Dependencies with the stereotype <<derivedFrom>> can only have a class with a stereotype
<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>> as a source of the dependency and a a class with stereotype<<SafetyGoal>> as
a destination.

Pro4. Dependencies with the stereotype<<definedFrom>> can only have a class with a stereotype<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>>
as a source of the dependency and a class with a stereotype<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>> as a destination.

Pro5. Dependencies with the stereotype<<operationalize>> can only have a class with a stereotype<<SHWSR>>, <<SSWSR>> or
<<SSCSR>> as a source of the dependency and a class with a stereotype<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>> as a destination.

Pro6. The type of dependencies with the stereotype<<operationalize>> (e.g.,<<SHWSR>>, <<SSWSR>>, <<SSCSR>>) should match
the type of a class with the stereotype<<operationalElement>> that is used for the operationalization.

Pro7. Each class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> should have at least one dependency with a stereotype<<endanger>> points towards a class
with a stereotype<<FunctionalRequirement>>.

Pro8. Each class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> that have ASIL level of ASILA, ASIL B, ASIL C or ASIL D should have at least one
supplier dependency with a stereotype<<address>> from a class with a stereotype<<SafetyGoal>>.

Pro9. Each class with a stereotype<<SafetyGoal>> should have at least one dependency with a stereotype<<address>> points towards a
class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> and at least one supplier dependency with a stereotype<<derivedFrom>> a class with a stereotype
<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>>.

Pro10. Each class with a stereotype<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>> should have at least one dependency with a stereotype
<<derivedFrom>> points towards a class with a stereotype<<SafetyGoal>> and at least one supplier dependency with a stereotype
<<definedFrom>> from a class with a stereotype<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>>.

Pro11. Each class with a stereotype<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>> should have at least one dependency with a stereotype
<<definedFrom>> points towards a class with a stereotype<<FunctionalSafetyRequirement>> and at least one supplier
dependency with a stereotype<<operationalize>> from a class with a stereotype<<operationalElement>>.

Pro12. The ASIL level of each class with a stereotype<<Hazard>> should be determined based on the levels of severity, probability and
controllability of the<<Hazard>> in accordance with the Table II.

Pro13. All classes with stereotype<<operationalElement>> (e.g., <<SHWSR>>, <<SSWSR>>, <<SSCSR>>) that are used for the
operationalization of classes with stereotypes<<TechnicalSafetyRequirement>> should be satisfied.

D. Tool Support

We have developed a tool4 depending on Eclipse-Papyrus5,
which allows designers to use the various stereotypes offered
by our UML profile for modeling the FSR for automotive
systems. In addition, it allows the designer to verify the FSR
model depending on the properties of the design (OCL con-
straints) presented in Table III. In case any of these properties
has been violated, the designer will be notified by the exact
name of the violation, which enables him/her to address it.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Following Wohlin et al. [9], we classify threats to validity
under four types:

1- Construct validity concerns the extent to which a study
measures what it claims to be measuring. We have identified
one threat,Poor conceptualization:occurs when few factors
are considered to analyze the subject of the study. To mitigate
this threat, our example has been very carefully chosen to
cover all the three main aspects (e.g., cyber, physical and
social) that might influence the functional safety concept of
an automotive system.

2- Internal validity concerns the factors that have not
been considered in the study, and they could have influenced

4The tool is available at https://goo.gl/g45S8t
5https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/

the investigated factors. Our analysis has focused on the
three main aspects that we consider essential to guarantee
the functional safety concept. However, other factors might
be involved as well, which we were not able to identify.
Further analysis is required to verify whether the aspects we
considered are enough, or identifying other unrevealed aspects.

3- External validity concerns the extent to which the results
of the study can be generalized. We have identified two threats,
(i) Completeness of the design properties:we have identified
these properties based on an extensive analysis of available
reports and studies concerning FSR. However, we are plan-
ning to evaluate their completeness with domain experts.(ii)
Extensive evaluation:the approach has been applied to only
one example, but it covers the main aspects of many complex
automotive systems. Moreover, applying our approach to other
automotive systems is on our list for future work.

4- Conclusion validity concerns the extent to which the
conclusions about relations between the treatment and the
outcome of an experiment is correct. We have identified
one threat,(i) Fishing for a specific result:the process we
followed starting from item definition until safety validation
is based on well-adopted standard (ISO 26262), which reduces
the possibility of this threat. Moreover, the importance of
considering the driver behavior has been reported by many
other researchers/experts in the automotive domain.



VI. RELATED WORK

Several approaches for dealing with functional safety re-
quirements have been proposed in the literature. For instance,
Giese et al. [10] propose an approach enables for system-
atically identifying which hazards/failures are most critical,
which components require a more detailed safety analysis,
and which restrictions to the failure propagation should be
considered. Zhang et al. [11] introduce a comprehensive
hazard analysis method based on functional models. Moreover,
Li and Zhang [12] present a hazard analysis method for
automotive control systems that incorporate safety procedures
in the traditional development process. Basir et al. [13] propose
an approach that adopts the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN)
[14] to construct safety cases to trace requirements to the
code. The work of Habli et al. [15] examines how model-
driven development and assessment can provide a basis for
the systematic generation of functional safety requirements.

Baumgart [16] proposes a method that considers the entire
safety lifecycle of functional safety with special emphasis
on hazard analysis and risk assessment. Palin et al. [17]
provide extensions to GSN with patterns and a number of
safety arguments to assist researchers in creating safety cases
compliant with the ISO 26262. Moreover, a method to define
functional safety requirements depending on GSN notation has
been presented in [5], yet GSN does not provide constructs
specialized for modeling the social aspects of a system.
Finally, Beckers et al. [18] present a model-based method for
hazard analysis and risk assessment for automotive systemsin
the context of ISO 26262, which offers a UML profile and
several constraints expressed in OCL to validate the model.

Although most of these approaches propose solutions to
improve functional safety, they mainly focus on the technical
aspects of the system and ignore the social ones. Moreover,
many of them are not equipped with an adequate automated
support, which makes them inappropriate for dealing with a
large number of hazards, FSR, safety goals, etc.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We presented a model-based approach that has been devel-
oped based on the ISO 26262 standard and considers both
technical and social aspects of such systems. Our approach
allows for modeling and analyzing FSR in their social and
organizational context, which gives the driver a voice by
considering him and his behavior while dealing with FSR.

For the future work, we aim to enrich our modeling lan-
guage by integrating other social concepts from GORE such
as the dependency concept that allows capturing dependencies
among the different actors (items) of a system. Moreover, we
plan to adopt and/or-decomposition concepts to refine SGs,
FSRs, TSRs and provide alternatives for their achievements.
Additionally, we intend to contact peer researchers to collect
their feedback concerning the approach, and we aim to better
validate our approach by applying it to several real case stud-
ies. Finally, we are planning to perform a set of experiments
with industrial experts to evaluate our approach, i.e., howwell
it can support its users for modeling and analyzing FSR.
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